74 honda 750

Make Honda. Model CB. Up for sale is a really nice honda cb - This bike runs really good, lots of
power. The carbs have been re-built, the brakes all work, the lights all work. It is missing the
blinkers, i couldnt find any original blinkers for it. The reason the blinkers are missing is that
someone had a fairing on it and some homemade saddlebags and they werent any good so i
removed them. It has the original paint and has some small nicks and scratches in it, there are a
few small dents in the top of the tank, you can see them in the pictures, there is a crack in the
left hand side cover, if your sitting on the bike. There are two very small dents in the front
fender. There is a small dent in the tail light bracket and there are a couple of rotted out spots in
the exhaust mufflers. This bike is all original except for the exhaust. All the switches are there
and they all work. Electric start and the kick start both work, and so does the horn. The tires are
like brand new, no weather cracks. There is a little pitting on the front rim but none on the back.
There is a little bit of weather cracking on the seat, you can see it in the pictures. There are a
few small scratches and a small dent in the gauges, also seen in the pictures. There is also a
patch of paint off of the headlight bucket where there was some tape on it, the tape was on it
because someone had a cover over the headlight bucket to cover the wireing when it had the
fairing on it. I know there is probably something i'm forgetting to say so if you have any
questions please feel free to ask. Being sold as is, where is, with No warranty. Deposit of The
bike will need to be paid in full within 3 days after end of auction with a cashiers check and
picked up within 60 days after end of auction. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping. The
bike will have to be picked up here. International bidders are welcome but keep in mind that you
will still need to have the bike picked up here, also if you pay using a cashiers check it must be
drawn on a united states bank. Beautiful custom cafe racer. This thing is a beast. I bought this
CB from a custom builder in San Diego two and a half years ago, and it's a hell of a bike.
Unfortunately, it's physically impossible to ride more than one bike at once, so I figure I should
thin the herd a little. Fully murdered out in matte black. High end Woodcraft clip-ons, because
clubman bars are for amateurs. No demure CB pop-pop-pop here, she roars. Tires are almost
new -- most of the knobbies are still intact as you can see in the photos. Look them up, they
don't mess around. Title is clean and in hand. She's a vintage bike 42 years old now so
nothing's ever perfect with her. Anyone who tries to tell you their bike is cherry is hiding
something. Here's what I'm not hiding: Jets are a bit big. That open pipe sucks a lot of air, so
she's over-jetted to compensate. Every so often you have to clean the plugs, but it's a small
price to pay for that throaty exhaust note. The cheap aftermarket speedo conked out on me a
few months ago. Shit happens when you actually ride your bike, she's no garage queen. I need
to stop typing and hit submit before I change my mind. I love this bike so much. I also ride a
brand new Triumph Daytona and guess which bike gets all the compliments? Hint: It's not the
British crotch rocket. If you need help shipping the bike anywhere in California, I can refer you
to a reputable company. Most big tractor trailers take a month to show up, this guy runs two
bikes a week and delivers them personally. Ok for riding but needs some work. I have other
bikes for sale on facebook- Allen Manasco. Stored over 30 years. Runs great and fast! Come by
in person and check this bike out. You won't be disappointed. This bike is a really good looking
example. It starts up fine rides and then stops. The gas tank in brand new. I can store the bike
inside and safe for 6 months if necessary. The bike has been thoroughly gone through, and all
works as it should. There is a 2. Balance to be paid in cash or pre-arranged fee with electronic
payment. Model Cb. Less than 50, miles. Desirable parts bike or restoration project. All stock
except elongated custom front end. Original paint, gauges, and parts. Model CB Mostly original
Honda CB with clean title, little over 9, original miles. Paint is excellent having no dents or
dings. Have a can of original Touch up paint never opened and a Service Manual. Model Cb The
paint looks good but its not show quality. It has 13, miles and is road ready. It has been gone
over, fluids changed, tuned up and carburetors rebuilt. The motorcycle starts and runs great.
The paint is not show quality and the bike could be cleaned up more. The red one is a with a
clear title and 46, miles on it. It is almost road ready. It will need front brake attention. Always
started and ran great but from sitting the carburetors will need attention. The green one is a
parts bike and it does not have a title but the engine starts and runs. The engine will need a tune
up and Carburetor attention and oil changed and filter, you can get a title for it or use it for
parts. The only reason for selling these bikes is I move on to Harleys but definately don't have
to sell them. I have the right to end this auction due to local sale. This is a pick up only sale and
if you want them ship you will have to do all of the arrangements. If their is a shipper that comes
I will need a copy of purchase of bikes and a signature. I will have pictures of the whole
transaction The bikes will not leave my property until I am paid in full. If you have any questions
please feel free to ask. You can call [ four one zero, three one zero, six six five five ] All three
bikes the engines are stock except for exhaust and coils. Thanks for looking. I have a Honda
CBK4 four cylinder for sale. I am the 2nd owner and it runs great. It has had an oil change and

new throttle cables put on less than 50 miles ago. It has XX original miles on it. It comes with:
-factory windshield and mounting bracket -sissy bar and rack -2 maintenance books. Model CB
F. This is a very clean and well maintained Honda CB four with 23,mi on the odometer. As the
second owner of this bike I had it bored out to a Baton Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Eaton,
NH. Easton, PA. Olmos Park, TX. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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Honda Model Cb Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda 14 Suzuki
3 Kawasaki 1 Yamaha 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CB. Read these details. Bike sold as is. Indiana Title
clear in my nameThe frame was bent so i swapped it over from a 74 frame to another 74 frame. I
ripped out the wiring harness and replaced it with a new aftermarket harness. Everything was
cleaned and regreased including the swing arm and axles and stearing neck upper and lower
bearing races also cleaned and greased. The stripes are not decal and are painted. The seat is
aftermarket reproduction new. I added the grab bar and turn signals and the rear fender. The
front fender has a few dings, chrome is decent. The rear fender i had in my stash and is decent
with very very light surface rust in places. Carbs have been gone through and ultrasonic
cleaned and are in good shape, bike runs well but have not been down the road due to the
degree weather. Engine has great compression. This bike wiill prob need a battery but the one it
has does turn the motor over. This is the wire that goes from the clutch to the headlight hub.
Signals work left and right, headlight hi and low, running lights on front only just like stock. I
have not checked the charging system as of yet. This is all i can think of. Spokes seem to have
been painted honda silver but still look nice. This bike is a really good looking example. It starts
up fine rides and then stops. The gas tank in brand new. I can store the bike inside and safe for
6 months if necessary. The bike has been thoroughly gone through, and all works as it should.
There is a 2. Balance to be paid in cash or pre-arranged fee with electronic payment. Stored
over 30 years. Runs great and fast! Come by in person and check this bike out. You won't be
disappointed. Up for your consideration is a Honda CB is amazing condition. Mechanically in
great shape and the bright work is beautiful! It is a mild custom but tastefully done! This can
even be a show bike as it is that beautiful! You can even convert it back to original if you so
desire. Absolutely impressive looking and mechanically as well. If you are looking for a great
summer driver in great condition, you found it! It is the buyers responsibility for all taxes,
registration and transportation costs. I will help with the pickup and coordination on my end. I
prefer the motorcycle be picked up on weekends or early evening with advance notice. I do
recommend Uship for transportation. I have used them with prior transactions and great to deal
with! Payment in full is due 7 days after auctions end. Payment in cash or certified bank funds.
Please note bike, title and keys will not be released until all the funds clear. No Exceptions.
Please feel free to contact me with any additional questions. I reserve the right to end this
auction early as the bike is for sale locally. If you place an offer and you have a feedback with
less than 10 - you are to contact me immediately so that we are fair to other bidders. Winning
bidder must contact me within 24 hours after listings end or I will cancel the transaction and
re-list the motorcycle. A wonderfully motorcycle - The winning bidder will be extremely happy!
Please note, the center stands not attached given the exhaust. In addition, the air filter box has
been replaced with pods. Both the kick stand and air filter box will be included in the sale! Feel
free to ask questions - Happy to be of service! Model CB Bought in Georgia in Current clean MO
title in my name. Since it's been a while carburetors could use another going through. Wiring
harness is fully intact and uncut. Rebuilt forks new oil and seals. Original owner since ! Except
parts that had to be changed for safety and durability of the motorcycle. Paint, seat, rims, and
etc are all from Has always been kept indoors. Odometer: 17,The past month I had the
carburetors rebuilt all 4 , a full tune up new points, new chain tensioner, new spark plugs and
wires, after market oil radiator, new tires, new chain sprocket, new chain, new front suspension
boots, brake line cleaned and filled, new Kerker exhausted, new turn signal bulbs, intense H4
headlight, new clutch cable, new clutch, new accelerator cables, new horn, and much more!
This motorcycle is in beautiful condition and honestly you won't find any that look like this for
the price. I have more images if you'd like them. Unbelievable completely revamped old school
Honda in near perfect condition. Work done by professional builder. Clean title. All Original,
Fully Serviced, Ready to ride. New tires, chain, oil, oil fi
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lter, battery. Exhaust Original. Garage Kept. Great Value for the Asking price! Model CRF R. It

responds to small bumps better, but also resists bottoming over really big hits. At the front, new
fork outer tubes are stiffer for better feedback and superior tracking in heavy dirt, mud, and
sand sections. New springs and suspension settings front and rear keep the balance right and
increase steering precision. Model Gold Wing Nice trade local trade in. Very clean. Garage kept.
Model CMXC. Model Grom. Has mi with lots of mods. Brocks exhaust Chimera intake 4.
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